INDIE CULTURE AT FHN

Here is a look into some of FHN’s indie fashion and music favorites
(Content and illustrations by Bri Taliaferro, paper images by Pixabay.com)

WHAT IS INDIE?

“I feel like you don’t have to fit a certain gender to dress indie. Anyone can, it’s just a lot of sweaters, usually converse.”
Marisa Biener, 10

“Really it’s just using your own creative liberties and not letting anyone else dictate your preference.”
Erik Fabian, 9

“It’s being yourself and not just fitting a norm. Recognizing who you are. I think that’s what indie means to me.”
Katie Gaynor, 9

“I can relate to their lyrics on a personal level.”
Leo Swaney, 9

“The music is very calming and not in-your-face type music.”
Rylan Trotter, 9

“A lot of Jhariah’s strength comes from both the uniqueness of their music and also the lyrics.”
Scar Mulka, 9

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

A mix of “pop, alternative and grunge.”
“The music is very calming and not in-your-face type music.”
Rylan Trotter, 9

THEMED OUTFITS

Sunflower Shirt and Hello Kitty Mushroom Sweater from Hot Topic
“I like to be perceived as an approachable person and I feel like sweaters and lots of cute things like mushrooms, butterflies and all that stuff makes you be perceived as more of that.”
Marisa Biener, 10

Bomber Jacket and Loose Jeans
Chloe Foley, 10

Railroad nail ring from New Haven, Missouri
“There’s nothing fancy about it, it’s literally just a railroad nail curled to fit a finger. But it’s from my dad and next to that it also means a lot to me because it’s from my old town where I was raised. Most of my life I’ve spent there and this is something from there that I can keep.”
Katie Gaynor, 9

Green Gem Moon Earrings
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